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BSTRA CT 

This review offers an overview on the Jatest advances in the powder bed selective Jaser processing, lmown as 

selective Jaser sintering/melting, of calcium phosphate, silicon carl>ide, zirconia, alumina, and some of their 

composites. A number of published studies between 1991 and August 2020 was collected, analyzed and an in

clusive state of the art was created for this review. The paper focuses on the process description, feedstock criteria 

and process parameters and strategy. A comparison is made between direct and indirect powder bed selective 

Jaser processing of each ceramic, regarding the present achievements, limitations and solutions. In addition, 

technical aspects and challenges about how to address these issues are presented. 
1. Introduction

Ceramics have been med in a wide range of applications due to their
various excellent properties, including high mechanical strength and 

hardness, low thermal conductivity, high wear and corrosion resistance. 
This ma.kes them appropriate candidate materials for diverse range; of 
applications in modern industries, such as aerospace, defense, elec 
tronics, automotive, and chemical. Furthermore, some ceramics exhibit 
an excellent biocompatibility, allowing their use in the biomedical field, 
as dental, body prostheses, and tissue engineering [1]. 

Generally, ceramic parts are manufactured through conventional 
technologies, e.g. die pressing, gel casting, injection moulding, tape 
casting, etc. Into the required shapes from a mixture of powder with or 
without binders and other additives. Furthermore, several step; of 
machining and sintering to reach a higher densification and functionality 
are further needed. Nevertheless, these conventional forming techniques 
include several limitations; the production of highly complex geometries, 
which becomes unreachable due to the usual use of moulds, the high cost 
œsin).
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and the long processing time. On the other hand, defects and undesirable 
shrinkages might also be generated in the ceramic parts and, in addition, 
due to their extreme hardness and brittlene.s, the machining of the 
ceramic components are highly challenging [2]. 

The introduction of additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, also 
known as 3D printing, into the manufacturing of ceramic components 
provides new possibilities for solving the challenge; and limitations 
mentioned above. Following the IS0/ASTM 52900 definition (Reference 
ISO), AM is the proce;s of joining materials to ma.ke parts from 3D model 
data, usually layer upon layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing 
and formative manufacturing methodologie.. It enables the flexible 
preparation of highly complex and precise structures. Other advantages 
of AM include the productivity increase, as many abjects can be built in a 
single run, and cost reduction re.pect to traditional manufacturing 
methods. 

Within the different AM technologies, this paper is the first review 
focused specifically on powder bed selective laser proce;sing (known as 
Selective Laser Sintering/Melting) of ceramics. This technique is a 
ebruary 2021 
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powder bed based method, which has similarities with other methods
like binder jetting and powder bed fusion, for example. Topics around
material/laser interactions, direct/indirect processing, feedstock, laser
processing parameters are brought up to discussion. Furthermore, a more
detailed description of the state of art for four specific ceramic materials
is presented: Alumina, Silicon Carbide, Calcium Phosphate and Zirconia.

Consequently, the main objectives of the review are: to bring clari
fication on the discussed topics, sometimes matter of disagreements or
misunderstandings among the research community working in the field;
and to present the historical advancements and developments, state of art
and future most likely strategies to overcome the challenges for Powder
Bed Selective Laser Processing (PBSLP) of Alumina, Silicon Carbide
Calcium Phosphate and Zirconia.

2. History

Additive manufacturing began to be developed in the early 80’s by
several researches, using different strategies. However, in 1986 Carl R.
Deckard, who was still an undergraduate student, filled the first patent
[3], followed by two others later on [4,5], that defined what is known
today as Selective Laser Sintering/Melting (SLS/M). Already in his first
patent, Deckard wrote very clearly that this method was supposed to be
suitable for different kinds of raw materials, in powder form: polymers,
metals and ceramics.

In 1984, Deckard and hismaster’s supervisor, Prof. Joe Beaman, started
towork onaproject designedbyDeckard for the past fewyears. Inhis initial
budget calculations, Deckard estimated a budget of around $ 30,000,
considering a 100 W YAG laser. Three years later, the first academic ma
chine, named “Betsy”, allowed producing parts consistently enough to be
presented to investors. Soon, a company named Nova Automation was
licensed to develop SLS with an estimated budget of $300,000 and two
years to raise it. Finally, in 1989, with some extra time/funding offered by
the University of Austin Texas, Nova Automation had the necessary in
vestment. Goodrich corp. Funded the ideawith contracts up to $6M. Other
smaller grantswerealsoobtainedeventually. In2001, after being sold once,
the company was sold to 3D Systems, Inc., a company that developed
Stereolithography and still produces SLS machines up to present days [6].

The first scientific publications involving SLS/M of ceramics were
written right after the creation of the concept machine andmethod. Since
1992, several approaches started to be tested using ceramic materials, as
ceramic/glasses mixtures [7] and polymer coated ceramics [8], for
Fig. 1. - Articles published between 1991 and August 2020, catalogued, listed and fo
title: “selective laser sintering” or “SLS” or “selective laser melting” or “SLM” or “Pow
ceramic names or formula.
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example. After these first publications on the field, the interest on
developing SLS/M for ceramics is growing (Fig. 1). Considering alumina,
Silicon Carbide, Calcium phosphates and Zirconia, this growth is similar.
The large range of possible technical applications for these four materials
attracts a consistent interest of the industry worldwide.

In 2015, Zocca et al. made an overview on Additive Manufacturing of
ceramics, pointing the state of art at that time and the future expecta
tions. A consistent description about different concepts on laser sintering
was given by the authors [9]. In 2016, Ferrage et al. wrote a review on
additive manufacturing of bioceramics, more specifically of alumina,
zirconia and hydroxyapatite implementing Stereolithography (SLA) and
SLS/M. The authors highlighted the need to optimize the process towards
the raw materials, the AM parameters involved, post processing and
mechanical properties. The global evaluation was that AM wasn’t
considered anymore a rapid prototyping technique exclusively [10]. In
2017, Hwa et al. reviewed the advances made in 3D printing of porous
ceramics. Considering SLA, SLS/M, Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)
and Binder Jetting (called 3DP by the authors), the article put together
information about several materials, including alumina, zirconia, hy
droxyapatite (HA), Tricalcium Phosphate (TCP), among others. The need
of improving the raw materials in order to get better results is again
brought to light, in this case, flowability and wettability are evidenced
[11]. Also, in 2017, Sing et al. brought a discussion about direct laser
sintering of silica and zirconia. The paper mainly discussed about layers
deposition, laser interaction between the powder and the laser and pa
rameters optimization. The authors observed critical behaviors on the
relation between particle size and flowability and residual thermal
stresses and melting [12]. In 2018, Hu and Cong reviewed AM of ce
ramics and ceramic reinforced metal matrix composites on laser depo
sition and some AM techniques (FDM, SLA, Inkjetting, Laminated Object
Manufacturing, SLS/M). In 2019, Galante et al. provided information
about AM of ceramics for dental applications, mainly discussing silica
and silica based systems, leucite, alumina and zirconia. The article
compiled the state of art in each AM technique available for dental ap
plications. The authors considered characteristics such as surface quality
needed to be improved for a finished piece of high quality [13]. In 2020,
Chen et al. compiled information about 3D printing of ceramics globally.
The authors detailed recent results and brought the last available dis
cussions about slurry based, powder based and solid based techniques. It
was also pointed out by these last authors that post processing and pa
rameters optimization are the great and next challenges [14].
und in the webofknowledge.org database with the following keywords on article
der bed fusion” or “PBF” or “laser sintering” or “laser melting” and the selected
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3. Powder bed selective laser processing (PBSLP)

The terms selective laser sintering and selective laser melting in ad
ditive manufacturing are not yet properly standardized. Every industry
tends to maintain its own copyrighted names and moreover, these
techniques are also applicable for polymers, plastics, metals, ceramics
and non metals. Due to these reasons, both terms are used interchange
ably although the processes are different. During selective laser sintering,
the particle coalescence of a powdered aggregate by diffusion is
accomplished by firing at an elevated temperature and, in the other hand,
during selective laser melting, the powder is transformed from solid
phase into a liquid upon heating [15].

But, not all ceramics have a liquid phase, like for example silicon
carbide, therefore, for materials that cannot be melted, we necessarily
refer to selective laser sintering [16]. As the SLS/M process start from a
powder and leads to a solid form by applying temperature both phenom
enon, sintering and/or melting, can occur, but up to now studies have not
evidenced which mechanisms occur for ceramic. Moreover, for example, if
a mixture of polymer or another material with liquid phase and ceramic
without liquid phase is used, under these circumstances, the use of selec
tive laser melting and/or sintering does not seem to be clear either.

Both selective laser sintering and selective laser melting are tech
niques comprised within a process of additive manufacturing, Powder
Bed Fusion (PBF), ISO/ASTM 52900 “Additive manufacturing General
principles Terminology”. Powder bed fusion methods use either a laser
or electron beam to melt and fuse material powder together, following
the same process than in the previous section [17]. However, again, due
to the introduction of ceramics in the use of these techniques, as we have
already mentioned, it is not always possible to achieve fusion and
therefore the term is not used correctly either.

In conclusion, the current terms used in the literature show a limi
tation to correctly define the process in which a Powder Bed is Selectively
Laser Processed and both sintering, melting and/or other phenomena
could occur during the process. Consequently, to avoid misusing of the
terms mentioned previously, a new term has been defined to refer this
technique which fulfills the process criteria, Powder Bed Selective Laser
Processing (PBSLP).

3.1. Process description

PBSLP is an additive manufacturing method that creates 3D solid
pieces from a Computer Aided Design/Manufacturing (CAD/CAM) data
by sintering/melting powderedmaterials layer by layer with the help of a
laser [18]. [19] In a commercially available PBSLP equipment, mainly
four sections are present whatever the company. The first essential part
of a PBSLP machine is the laser. In today’s market, PBSLP machines
equipped with CO2 (λ:10.6 μm) and Nd:YAG (λ:1.064 μm) can be found.
Besides that, a few PBSLP machines are individualized by researcher
groups which are equipped with both CO2 and Nd:YAG laser for specific
printing strategies like preheating. Other main parts of a PBSLP equip
ment are the powder storage space, the building platform, and the
powder spreading tool. In a commonly accepted design, the build plat
form lowers by one layer and a scraper or a roller drum spreads an exact
amount of powder from the powder stock side to the building platform
side with a certain thickness. PBSLP machines equipped with a roller
drum mostly has option of the compaction in order to increase the
interaction between the granules in the deposited powder layer. Once the
powder is dispersed in a thin layer on top of the building platform, the
laser selectively sinters certain parts in the direction of the CAD/CAM
design data. That layer by layer process continues through the entire
piece. Any excess powder remaining after the printing session can be
recovered after a proper sieving. Once all the printing parameters are
individually optimized and set for a material and design, pieces with the
same physical and chemical properties can be reproduced.

Certain limitations have to be faced during the PBSLP process of
materials; in terms of laser matter compatibility, building capacity and
3

thermal gradients etc. The most important criteria for a successful PBSLP
processing is the compatibility between the laser used and the powder.
For a proper sintering, the laser radiation energy should be absorbed by
the powder. At the certain wavelength of the laser, each material shows a
different energy absorption level [20]. In few cases, the amount of energy
absorbed by the powder is not sufficient enough for compacting and
forming a solid mass. In such a case, the laser absorption of a material can
be enhanced by modifications like addition of an absorbent or processes
like calcination. For example, Juste et al. used small amount of graphite
as an absorbency enhancer for oxide ceramic powders and pieces with
almost 90% density are obtained with a commercially available PBSLP
machine [21]. Besides the laser absorption, another point in terms of
laser used in the equipment is the spot size. Oxide ceramic powders such
as ZrO2, Al2O3 and SiO2 interact differently at the CO2 laser wavelength
(λ:10.6 μm) than Nd:YAG laser wavelength (λ:1.064 μm), where the
former has a substantial laser absorption, which is not observed in the
latter. However, the amount of energy transferred to the powder bed still
can be low due to the bigger spot size of the CO2 laser which is resulting a
decrease in the energy density. The relationship between the laser type,
spot size and energy density should be studied carefully for each
material.

As mentioned above, majority of the commercially available PBSLP
machines are designed and used for polymers and metallic materials
mostly. Lately, using PBSLP for the manufacturing of ceramic materials
gained interest too. However, it has been quite challenging to obtain
dense and mechanically stable ceramic pieces without any pre and post
process. While metallic and polymer materials can tolerate the thermal
gradients that occur between printed layers in PBSLP method, ceramics
cannot. Equipment based modifications let a number of researchers to
decrease these thermal gradients and increase the mechanical properties
of the pieces. For example, preheating the building chamber and the
powder bed up to just below the melting temperature narrow the thermal
gap between the heating and the cooling [22]. Another method including
a post sintering/debinding process is also developed in order to shorten
thermal gradients. In this method, the green body is obtained by only
sintering the polymer powder in the powder blend including ceramic
powder at very low temperatures. Then, the final density is obtained with
an additional sintering/debinding step and the sacrificial polymer is
mostly removed from the structure.
3.2. Direct/indirect powder bed selective laser processing

Powder Bed Selective Laser Processing of ceramics is classified in
direct and indirect method. Some authors define that direct PBSLP is the
method by which the ceramic powder is heated by a laser beam to bond
particles as a result of solid state sintering or melting and, in contrast
indirect PBSLP is the method by which the laser irradiation melts sacri
ficial organic polymer binder added to the ceramic powder, resulting in
the bonding of the ceramic particles [23,24]. As a result, adapting the
previous definitions, originally given for SLS and SLM, to our new term
Powder Bed Selective Laser Processing of ceramics we redefine:

1. Indirect methods, make use of base material consisting of the ceramic
phase mixed with a sacrificial polymer binder. The polymer binder
has a lower melting point than the ceramic phase (if existing), and
during laser scanning it melts and binds the ceramic particles together
into a green part consisting of polymer and ceramic. Generally, post
processing techniques are used to remove the polymer binder and
then to densify the ceramic via solid state sintering or liquid phase
infiltration.

2. Direct methods, do not use a sacrificial binder. Instead, the ceramic
material is directly sintered or melted into the desired geometry. In
the case of direct laser sintering, post processing techniques can be
used to further densify the additively manufactured ceramics, for
example by solid state sintering or liquid phase infiltration.
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As we mentioned, the main difference between both techniques is the
debinding process which is only present in the indirect method. Indirect
PBSLP involves melting of a sacrificial (generally) organic binder phase
to produce green parts. The green parts are subsequently debinded and
sintered to produce ceramic parts. Direct PBSLP does not involve a
sacrificial binder phase and the ceramic parts are produced by direct
sintering or melting. Moreover, the presence of a binder in these tech
niques is not necessarily a condition to be considered as indirect. For
example, Hon et al. mixed SiC particles with polyamide material, before
laser sintering processing, with the polymer acting as the bonding system
however, it is also an integral part of the final product rather than being
removed in downstream processes and the process is considered as direct
method [25].
3.3. Powder feedstock criteria

A successful powder bed in PBSLP technologies relies on a careful
optimization of the powder properties (Fig. 2). Ensuring that a ceramic
powder has good handling for PBSLP processing is still not possible only
by analytical analysis, it is usually needed a trial and error investigation
on the equipment as well [26]. Even if it is not possible to evaluate the
handling of the powder with an exact accuracy there are different
existing methods to evaluate their main features and deliver valuable
information helping on the development of new or improved PBSLP
powder feedstock [26].

Powder flow behaviour is known to have a direct impact on the
quality and homogeneity of a spread powder bed and for hence, on the
density of the powder and parts. Spierings [27] made an elaborate work
collecting the comparisons that different authors made between existing
powder flowability measurement techniques (static and dynamic) to
determine the flow properties of powders (Table 1). Krantz [28] estab
lished that no single technique is suitable for a full characterization of a
powder, it is required the use of different techniques to fully understand
the flow properties of the powder and predict its behaviour under
different process conditions. And hence, powder flow characterization
technique should match the powder application in order to select the
most appropriate characterization technique. AM processes use a ruler or
a rotating cylinder as layer creation devices, where the powders have a
high free surface and can be aerated to some degree depending on the
speed of the device. Minimum limits on the flowability requirements will
Fig. 2. Ishikawa diagram with influencing parameters for PB
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depend on the machine specific differences, e.g. layer creation device
(see Table 2).

Particle morphology (e.g. shape and surface) and size distribution of
the powder have an important effect on final properties of the sintered
artefact since they are directly related to the flowability and packing
density of a powder bed. As a rule of thumb in different scientific fields,
we can assume that for powders of narrow particle size distribution the
most spherical and larger the particles, the better their flow behaviour
[29 32]. The benefits of using multimodal powders as powder feedstock
have been often exposed since the packing with a bimodal size distri
bution allows the smaller particles to fill the interstitial voids between
the larger particles. A suitable size ratio between coarse and fine particles
(over 1:10) and a weight fraction of large particles about 70% are the
conditions showing maximum packing [33 35].

The laser is considered the most important part of a PBSLP device.
Commercial devices can be equipped with either CO2 lasers or Nd:YAG
lasers (also called fibre lasers), being the last one the most common for
industrial applications. One of the most important properties that will
influence the laser material interaction is the capacity of the powder to
absorb the laser and transform the energy into heat to be sintered/mel
ted. This is one of the issues that researchers have to face for the devel
oping of new ceramic PBSLP powder feedstock. The wavelength of the
laser should match with the maximum absorptivity of the powder to
ensure the absorption of the energy. Some authors as Tolochko [36] and
Ho [37] studied this matter with some important statements such as that
the particle size distribution doesn’t affect the laser absorptance of the
material and that the use of composites can improve this property and
hence, the interaction with the laser.

There have been some attempts of using reactive raw materials to
fabricate 3D models of high temperature structural materials like Al2O3

through an exothermic combustion reaction with low laser energy [38].
The main problem comes from connecting the layers of the piece to each
other by having different reactivity. For this reason and because there are
not many works on the use of this method in ceramic materials, this topic
will not be covered in this review.
3.4. Process parameters and strategy

Many parameters belonging to the laser machine have an influence on
the buildup process and, in the end, over the part’s relative density. The
SLP powders (parameters listed in this articles [26,27]).



Table 1
Comparative of existing powder flowability measurement techniques [27].

Powder flowability
measurement technique

Details Drawbacks

Ring shear cell tester (ASTM
D6773)

- Industrial standard for measurement of powder flowability,
compressive strength, compressibility, consolidation time, interal and
wall friction, and bulk density.

- A compressive load is used during the assessment of powder, which does
not suit well with the situation during AM process.

Hausner ratio HR (ASTM
D7481-09)

- Common and widely used technique because of its simplicity.
- HR is defined as the ratio between tapped and bulk density.

- HR measurement differs of an AM process where thin powder layers are
created and no compression or tapping is applied. HR is not considered to
be ideal for application in AM.
- Powders often do not reach stable density after a certain number of
tapping cycles, and a high dependency on the number of tapping has been
elucidated.

Angle of repose/Hall
flowmeter (ISO-4490/
ASTM B213)

- Recommended by ASTM as the characterization method for metal
powders for AM since the methodology is closer to the AM processing
conditions than other techniques.
- Time required to discharge the powder and the angle formed for the
powder pile are used as a measure for flowability.

- Operators filling method can influence the results.
- The diameter of the cone opening can be too small for some powders
making difficult to quantitatively compare different powders.
- Not considered as best suited since stress state of the powder in the
developed powder cone is still different to the AM process.

Avalanche test - Nearer to PBSLP process that the other techniques.
- Good correlation with angle of repose method since similar stress states
are induced to the powder.
- Avalanche angle, surface fractal, volume expansion rate and manymore
parameters can be measured.

- Not standardized yet
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user must manage it to have the best printed parts performance as
possible by modifying those parameters (Fig. 2).

The power and the scanning speed are very related parameters since
they define the amount of energy transferred in an area. While the power
indicates the amount of energy transferred per second, the speed will
control the time spent in the same area. An equilibrium between both has
to be reached to avoid the formation of pores, either by too much or
insufficient energy. For the same scanning strategy, the scanning speed,
together with the hatching distance and the layer thickness will control
the build rate. The build rate coefficient is the volume of material pro
duced per hour, normally expressed in cm3/h and is used to compare
processes productivity:

B h*t*v (1)

where B is the build rate coefficient (mm3/s), h the hatching distance
(mm), t the layer thickness (mm), and v is the scanning speed (mm/s).

A higher scanning speed will lead to higher productivity, therefore, it
is important to try to increase it. Always taking into account that too high
speed will produce poor sintering or melting of the part resulting in the
formation of pores. Alternatively, excessively slow speed can evaporate
the material forming pores and imperfections as well.

The layer height or layer thickness is the distance between layers and
it also has an impact on the build rate. A lower number of layer spread
means that the recoater will be used fewer times having a big impact on
the processing time. Additionally, the higher the layer thickness is, the
lower the resolution of the part will be. In addition, if this distance is too
large, it can lead in a poor attachment between layers and the braking of
the part. For all this, the layer height must be the highest as possible, but
shorter enough to ensure the attachment between layers and avoid
possible breaks.

The hatching distance refers to the distance between centres of
adjacent laser beam tracks. This parameter affects the build rate as pre
viously explained. It is necessary to find the correct distance between
tracks to avoid zones with no or not enough interaction with the laser
beam leading to unreacted powder, even if there is some powder is stroke
by two different laser tracks, causing an overlap. A distance to obtain a
good quality part but at the same time optimizing the build rate of the
process should be pursued.

During PBSLP process it is possible to shift the laser beam focus, or
“defocus”, by displacing the building platform in the z axis to increase
the laser spot size [39]. The diameter of the spot during the PBSLP pro
cess can influence the energy transmitted and the area affected by the
powder bed. It can also originate different microstructure to the piece
5

due mainly to a different cooling rate. Additionally, some PBSLP ma
chines are equipped with a rotating cylinder as part of the recoating
device been able to perform a controlled compression of the powder bed
after its spreading. The compression would increase the packing density
of the powder bed and hence have a direct influence on the final density
and quality of the printed parts. The chemical species present in the
chamber atmosphere during PBSLP can induce different effects on the
material being irradiated since high temperatures are reached. While an
inert atmosphere can avoid any chemical reaction (i.e. combustion, phase
transition …) from taking place during the process, atmospheric “air”
could favor it. It is the work of the user to find the best conditions to print
the material in question.

Even if there are many parameters involved, most of the current
research on the process optimization have only in consideration the en
ergy density (EdÞ or energy input in a defined volume that can be
calculated through:

Ed
Plaser

vscan:hspace:tlayer
½ J
mm3

� (2)

where Ed is the energy density or energy input in J/mm3, Plaser is the laser
power (J/s), vscan the scanning speed (mm/s), hspace the hatch distance
(mm), and tlayer is the powder layer thickness (mm). This parameter
should be considered an approximation since lot more aspects affect the
real energy transferred to the powder bed such as the direction of gas
flow, laser diameter, scan strategy, offset at the surface of the melt and so
on [40,41]. Although recent studies have started to evaluate the effect of
the scan strategy during the fabrication process [42,43]. The use of the
diameter of the laser beam (dspot) in equation 3 instead of hspace can be
found in some studies. Even if the basic concept is the same, both pa
rameters should be coordinated to control a certain overlap ratio [40].

Fig. 3 illustrates the different parameters that compose the Ed for a
better understanding. Thus, Ed is the energy that the laser beam transfers
per unit volume of powder bed and serves as a broad guideline for
parameter selection. However, it is a thermodynamic quantity, and Ed
does not include the kinetics of the irradiated material physics missing a
correct understanding of the mass and heat transfer between the laser
track and the surrounding material such as spattering of irradiated ma
terial. A careful approach is recommended when comparing results from
experiments done under different conditions even to the same material
and when testing new parameters [44].

The scanning strategy is the pattern that the laser beam follows to
irradiate the selected region of the powder bed (see Fig. 4). It controls the
energy density distribution during the process and as explained above, it



Table 2
Summary of the process conditions and properties of the CaP sintered scaffolds by the PBSLP process. PM¼ Powder mixture *Values will be given when possible. PS: Particle size, HDPE: high-density polyethylene, PHBV:
poly (hydroxybutyrate–co-hydroxyvalerate), CHA: carbonated hydroxyapatite, PLLA: poly (L-lactic acid), PCL: poly-e-caprolactone, EP: Epoxy resin.

Ref. Year Powder feedstock Laser & strategy Post-processing Properties of processed parts*

Hao et al.
[59]

2007 HA (20%)/HDPE
0 < PS < 105 μm &
105 μm < PS

CO2 3.6–6.0 W
Scan speed 3.6 m/s
Line spacing 63 μm
Layer thickness 150 μm
Powder bed T: 128 �C

No post-processing Porosity: 45–55%
Wettability: 60–140 deg.

Xiao et al.
[60]

2008 PM1: Apatite/Wollastonite (PS: 45–90 μm) þ 5%
acrylic binder
PM2: Apatite/Wollastonite (64% PS 45–90 μm 21%
PS 0–45 μm) þ 15% acrylic binder

CO2 250W
Spot size 0.6/1.1 mm
Layer thick. 125 μm
Line spacing (spot size/2)
(Indirect)

Heat treatment process þ infiltration of CaP glass Bend strength: PM1 35 MPa PM2 70 MPa
PM2 with CaP glass infiltrated 100 MPa
Porosity: 40%

Duan
et al.
[61]

2010 PM1: PHBV (d50: 53.18 μm)
PM2: nanoCaP 15%/PHBV (d50: 46.34 μm)
PM3: PLLA (d50: 40.03 μm)
PM4: nanoCHA 10%/PLLA (d50: 39.78 μm)

CO2 laser 13–15W
Spot size 457 μm
Scan speed 1257 mm/s
Line spacing 100–150 μm
Layer thick. 100–150 μm
Part bed T: 35–45 �C

No post-processing Porosity: 62.6–68.5%
Compressive strength (dry scaffolds): 0.47–0.62
MPa
Strength modulus (dry scaffolds): 5–6.5 MPa

Cruz [54] 2010 HA 60% (d50: 111 μm)/PLLA (d50: 163 μm) CO2 laser 5–7.5 W
Scan speed 200–300 mm/s
Line spacing 100–150 μm
Energy density 2.66–8.96 cal/cm2

No post-processing Compressive strength: 2.4–4.6 MPa
Bend strength: 1.6–4 MPa
Density: 0.78–1.1 g/cm3

Eosoly
et al.
[51]

2010 HA 30% (d50: 38 μm)/PCL (d50: 125 μm) CO2 laser fill 8.32–11.68 W (outline laser
3.32–6.68 W)
Spot size: 410 μm
Line spacing 100–200 μm
Layer thickness 150 μm
Part bed T: 38 �C

No post-processing Density: 0.33 g/cm3
Compressive strength: 1–2 MPa

Shuai
et al.
[58]

2013 Nano-HA (d50: 0.06–0.1 μm) 0%/10%/30%/50%/
70%100%/β-TCP (d50: 0.1–0.3 μm)

CO2 laser 12 W
Spot size 800 μm
Scan speed 100 mm/min
Layer thick. 200 μm

No post-processing For HA 70%/β-TCP scaffold:
Porosity: 61%
Fracture toughness: 1.33 MPa.m1/2

Compressive strength: 18.36 MPa
Higher bone-forming ability and balanced
biological stability and dissolution rate.

Xia et al.
[52]

2013 PM1: 0%-5%–10% needle-like nano-HA (150 nm
long, 20 nm wide)/PCL
PM2: needle-like nano-HA 5%/10%/PCL

CO2 laser fill 4.5 W (outline laser 3 W)
Spot size 150 μm
Internal scan speed 1.25 m/s
Peripheral scan speed 0.55 m/s
Support scan speed 1.33 m/s
Layer thick. 150 μm

No post-processing Porosity: 70.31–78.54%
Compressive strength: 1.38–3.17 MPa
More effective osteogenesis than pure PCL scaffolds

Colin
et al.
[48]

2014 Examples 1 & 2 respectively:
PM1: HA 95–99% (d50: 5–25 μm)/Absorption
additive (Carbon)
PM2: TCP (d50: 5–25 μm)/Absorption additive
(SiC) (d50: 1 nm–100 μm)

PM1: Nd: YAG laser 40 W
Scan speed 100 mm/s
Line spacing 200 μm
PM2: Nd: YAG laser 100 W at 10%
10% defocused
Scan speed 20 mm/s

PM1: Thermal treatment to improve mechanical
strength at 1100�C-2h
PM2: Thermal treatment at 300–1200 �C for 10 min
to 5 h.

Ferrage
et al.
[62]

2018 Pure HA (d50: 75 μm) CO2 laser 220W
Spot size 200 μm
Scan speed 100 mm/s
Line spacing 800 μm
Layer thick. 100 μm

No post-processing Decomposition of HA into TTCP and CaO observed.
Density: 3,0691 (helium pycnometer)

Zeng et al.
[55]

2020 EP (d50: 20 μm) 35%/40%/45%/50% in wt./BCP
(70/30 ratio of HA and TCP) (d50: 80 μm)

CO2 laser 1.8W
Spot size 200 μm
Scan speed 200 mm/s
Line spacing 150 μm
Layer thick. 100 μm

Sintering of green part at 1100 �C for 4 h for binder
removal. (Indirect method)

Scaffold with EP and BCP 50/50 ratio showed
superior mechanical properties:
Compressive strength: 113.25 KPa
Porosity: 80.8%
Elastic modulus: 4.38 MPa
This scaffold showed the most outstanding
bioproperties in terms of osteogenic differentiation,
ALP staining, ALP activity, and OCN
immunocytochemistry.
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Fig. 3. Example of process parameters that can be programmed. *Belonging to pulsed lasers.
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has an important effect on the final structural properties of the printed
parts. Fig. 5 illustrates some examples of scanning strategies used in
PBSLP. It is important to find the scanning strategy in which an optimal
energy density distribution occurs for each material thus avoiding
adverse effects like decomposition, thermal cracks, and so on.

4. PBSLP of calcium phosphate, silicon carbide, zirconia,
alumina, and their composites

4.1. Calcium phosphate

Calcium phosphate (CaP) bioceramics are widely used in medical
applications in many different ways such as coatings, paste, scaffolds, and
cements. The use of a PBSLP process could allow the manufacturing of
patient matched tissue engineering scaffolds with controlled inter
connected porous network and shapes made of CaP. With the present
document, we wanted to explain the more recent studies focused on the
two phases forming biphasic calcium phosphate (BCP) since they are the
CaP phases most used to produce scaffolds through PBSLP process. Hy
droxyapatite (HA) and β Tricalcium phosphate (β TCP) form BCP at
different ratios to be used as bone substitution bioceramics.

In the case of bone graft, the main role of a scaffold would be to
provide a framework for the regeneration of new bone tissue, soft tissue,
vascular , and other metabolic components. CaP materials gather several
critical properties needed for the correct performance of a bone graft
material. For example, they can promote the formation of new biological
tissue reducing the response from the immune system of the organism or
tissue through its osteoconductivity (or osteoinductivity) and biocom
patibility. Resorption is the term used to describe the absorption of a
bioceramic in the body, either by dissolution or by cells (such as mac
rophages and osteoclasts). The desired resorbability rate is the rate
comparable to the formation of bone tissue (between a few months and a
7

few years), in the case of CaP, it may take 3 36 months to be replaced by
bone. This property depends on the phase content of the CaP, crystal
linity, lattice defects, particle size, and porosity. Some CaP phases like
TCP may resorb fast and replace the coating or cement with bone. Other
CaP phases like HA have a low resorption rate but they are osteo
conductive materials acting as scaffold promoting the formation of new
bone [45].

The use of CaP bioceramics in the bone replacement field requires
also good mechanical properties. This is due to the high average load that
the parts undergo during their lifetime. CaPs are brittle (primary ionic
bonds) with relatively low tensile stress (6 10 MPa) and low impact
resistance because of their porosity acting as preferred initiation sites for
crack propagation. However, their compressive strength is higher than
that of normal bone. For that reason, CaPs are more used in non load
bearing implants [45].

One important advantage is the chemical resistance of the ceramic
implants respect to metal implants. The human body is a very harsh
environment for metals since it contains water, salt, dissolved oxygen,
bacteria, proteins, and various ions such as chloride and hydroxide. HA
coatings have demonstrated to have excellent chemical resistance; that is
why they are widely used to coat base metals to ensure biocompatibility
of the ceramic on the metal surface. Furthermore, another benefit of HA
is their dielectric properties (piezoelectricity) because electromagnetic
fields have been shown to accelerate healing in bone fractures [46,47].

Some solutions have been conceived to compensate for the low ab
sorption of the laser by CaP powders during PBSLP. An increase of the
energy density delivered during the process is usually performed by
intensifying the power of the laser, reducing its speed, and/or by using
other sources of energy. But it leads to a loss of productivity, poor final
quality of the scaffolds, and cost ineffectiveness. A method to deal with
the low absorptivity of CaP materials of Nd:YAG laser and perform the
bonding of CaP particles and the subsequent manufacturing of



Fig. 4. Scheme of variable parameters involved during the PBSLP process and
from which the Ed can be calculated.
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biomedical devices is disclosed by Colin et al. [48] It consist on the
mixing of the ceramic substrate with an absorption additive before the
PBSLP process. In this method, the ceramic powder constitutes the pre
dominant portion by weight of particles together with a dispersed ab
sorption additive. This additive has a higher specific absorptivity at the
wavelength of the laser used than the ceramic components and it can be
biocompatible, biodegradable, soluble and/or heat degradable. It is used
for transferring the radiant energy of the laser into thermal energy to
melt/sinter the ceramic material in the mixture. This method is consid
ered a direct PBSLP process.

The decomposition due to high temperature and the subsequent
adverse effect on the mechanical properties is another important chal
lenge that researchers have to face when printing CaP materials through
PBSLP process. It has been already studied in plasma spray coating pro
cesses that the sintering temperature usually triggers the phase trans
formation of HA or β TCP scaffolds into other CaP phases. Phases such as
tetracalcium phosphate (TTCP), α TCP, and/or calcium oxide (CaO) can
be produced before melting, which can influence densification process.
Porosity and grain size changes produced by the phase transition were
found to play an important role in the mechanical performance of sin
tered HA. The decomposition of HA is a process of continuous reactions
depending on the obtaining conditions. Ramesh et al. [49] performed a
study of the sintering properties of HA powders prepared by different
methods concluding that the HA powder prepared via the wet precipi
tation method shows better thermal stability, translated in less phase
transformation and superior better mechanical properties. However, the
usual mechanical behaviour limitations of CaP materials, in terms of
brittleness, poor fatigue resistance, low tensile strength, and low fracture
toughness value preclude HA from use in load bearing situations.

To deal with the drawbacks previously mentioned, numerous works
using CaP powders as part of composite materials to produce scaffold
through the PBSLP technique have been reported [50 53].

In one direct method approach the CaP powder is used as a filler in a
mixture together with a polymer matrix and provides bioactive properties
Fig. 5. Examples of different scan strategies
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and higher strength to the scaffold [51,52,54]. Poly ϵ caprolactone, poly
ethylene (PE), high density polyethylene (HDPE), and poly (L lactic acid)
(PLLA) are the most often used polymers in such composite materials. Due
to the lower temperatureneeded tomelt andbond thepolymerparticles, the
ceramicphase transformation is avoided.Althoughthe timeof implantation
can have some adverse effects on polymeric materials losing some of their
properties. These polymers are not removed after the PBSLP process, being
the main part of the final scaffold used in the application. For this reason,
these works are part of the direct PBSLP category. Even if the application is
currently limited to thefield of thefilling of bonedefects thismethod results
in the production of promising improved bioactive scaffold with higher
strengths and stiffness than the unfilled polymer (Fig. 6).

A different approach is an indirect method, consisting of the use of
polymers as a binder together with calcium phosphate powders as the
main matrix in the composite. The organic polymer is melted during the
PBSLP process to obtain a green part, afterward, the green part is sintered
removing completely the binder and producing the final porous ceramic
part. Then the final part will be composed of pure ceramic. Recently,
Zeng et al. [55] achieved the production of microporous BCP scaffolds by
low temperature PBSLP keeping the physicochemical properties of BCP
and improving the mechanical strength, porosity, and bioproperties. In
this case, epoxy resin was used as a sacrificial organic polymer and was
completely decomposed and removed by a posterior sintering process.

Shuai et al. [56 58] attained the fabrication of pure CaP ceramic
scaffolds of nano HA and BCP in different proportions using a homemade
PBSLP system equipped with a CO2 laser. Although the presence of CaP
secondary phases due to the phase transformation during the sintering
process was confirmed by XRD analysis. Nano HA powder used had a
needle like or irregular shape and β TCP powders were mostly spherical
with also a nanometric size. A ratio of TCP/HA (30/70) was found to
exhibits the most outstanding resorption properties. Fig. 6 (b) shows the
porous BCP scaffold with 3D orthogonal porous square channels with 13
mm in width, 7 mm in height, spaced by 2 mm, and a porosity of 61%
measured with the Archimedes method.

To summarize, the main advantages of using PBSLP technique for the
fabrication of CaP pieces lie in the flexibility to produce complex and
well controlled porous scaffolds with no need for supports or post
processing. There are some requirements that the powder feedstock has
to fulfil to obtain good results, and as we observed, different approaches
have been developed within the last years. Diverse powder feedstocks
have been developed combining CaP materials between them and with a
wide variety of additives and/or polymers/bioglasses to surpass the is
sues of CaP materials in PBSLP. There is still a need for research on the
improvement of the mechanical properties and the resolution of the
scaffolds to ensure their correct performance in bone tissue engineering
applications. Their brittleness still limits their clinical application espe
cially for load bearing implants. Although they showed promising results
in terms of bioactive properties. Even if the tendency is to start modifying
the initial powder feedstock, the improvement of PBSLP devices with a
better design and a range of parameters adapted for better processing of
ceramic materials will be crucial for their future in PBSLP processes.
that the laser can follows during PBSLP.



Fig. 6. Sintered scaffolds made by PBSLP process using different calcium phosphate materials and composites. (a) Nano-HA/poly-e-caprolactone [51] and (b)
BCP [58].
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4.2. Silicon carbide

Because of its excellent properties such as its high mechanical stiff
ness, low density, wide bandgap, low coefficient of expansion, high
thermal stability, and resistance to corrosive environments, Silicon car
bide (SiC) is an enabling technology for many applications. Among these
applications are high power microwave devices for commercial and
military systems; electronic devices (LED’s, MOSFET’s); high tempera
ture electronics/optics for automotive, aerospace (space telescope mir
rors), laser processes mirrors and well logging; rugged MEMSs (micro
electro mechanical sensor) devices for hostile environments; gas and
chemical sensors for internal combustion engines, furnaces, and boilers;
and solar blind UV photodetectors [63]. To manufacture some complex
SiC parts, regular industrial processes have been successfully developed
since the 90’s [64]. However, for some specific applications, due to the
enormous advantages of manufacturing complex structural ceramics,
additive manufacturing (AM) has been extensively studied since the
component design could be improved by this emerging technology. As
one of additive manufacturing methods, PBSLP has been expected to
fabricate complicated shape SiC components in recent years. However,
silicon carbide ceramic parts prepared selective laser sintering still
exhibit some fatal defects, including low densities and poor mechanical
properties. In this respect, indirect selective laser sintering can be
adopted to form silicon carbide ceramic components by sintering poly
mer binders in a composite powder [65,66].

SiC does not have a melt phase under normal atmospheric circum
stances but instead decomposes at temperatures in excess of 2545 �C into
liquid Si and solid C [23]. In consequence, pure selective laser melting of
silicon carbide cannot be done. To solve this problem, different solutions
have been adapted depending on whether a direct or indirect SLS strat
egy is used.

The first research to achieve direct PBSLP of SiC was in 1993 by
scanning silicon powder in an acetylene (C2H2) chamber where silicon
carbide could be formed by the reaction of Si with the carbon in the at
mosphere. However very porous ceramic parts with high SiC content
were obtained [67]. To increase the density by direct PBSLP processing of
the final SiC part, Hon et al., in 2003 manufactured SiC/Polyamide
composites by blending 50 vol% polyamide with 50 wt% SiC for direct
SLS processing. After the PBSLP process, the polymer is also an integral
part of the final product rather than being removed in downstream
processes. Nevertheless, the finals parts had poor mechanical properties
[25]. In these terms, Loschau et al. used silicon infiltration in complex
pure SiC parts where their mechanical and thermal properties can be
improved and controlled via Si content [68]. Moreover, during this
period, different authors developed a micro laser sintering to fabricate
SiC ceramics [69,70] by blending Si SiC powder beds with a q switched
laser. These techniques contributed to the development of current
9

research work. As one example, Meyers. et al. [71,72] laser sintered a
powder mixture of silicon carbide (SiC) and silicon (Si) powders where
the Si melts and re solidifies to bind the primary SiC particles. Afterward,
these Si SiC preforms were impregnated with a phenolic resin, which
was pyrolysed yielding porous carbon and transformed into secondary
reaction formed SiC when the preforms were infiltrated with molten
silicon in the final step. This resulted in fully dense reaction bonded
silicon carbide parts with up to 84 vol% SiC.

In the terms of indirect PBSLP, first research was carried out at the
University of Texas in Austin in 1993, where indirect PBSLP of reaction
bonded silicon carbide was firstly investigated [8]. Since then, we can
observe different combinations of powder and different binders that were
used in order to increase the density and properties of the additive
manufactured SiC parts (Table 3). Apart from the use of binders, another
solution to reduce the porosity of the final parts was the use of the
infiltration of a precursor carbon resin (phenolic resin) in the porous
green part structure, then carbonized (polymer infiltration pyrolysis) and
finally infiltrated with molten silicon (reaction sintering) to build SiSiC
(Reaction bonded silicon carbide) which improved the properties of
complex shaped Si/SiC prototypes [73]. Moreover, in recent years,
different post treatments were investigated as another method to reduce
the porosity of the additive manufactured parts. The combination of Cold
Isostatic Pressing (CIP), as a post treatment, after the PBSLP process with
the combination of polymer infiltration pyrolysis (PIP) and reaction
sintering (RS) in this strict order, built SiC based 3D parts that, compared
with the best flexural strength at room temperature in literature,
increased the peak value of flexural strength by 55% [74] and 94% of
relative density [65].

To summarize, on the one hand, indirect PBSLP based approaches
require a high amount of polymer binder and yield ceramics with a
substantial amount of porosity. This method induces a substantial
amount of shrinkage between the laser sintered and the post sintered
final ceramic. Moreover, debinding has to be done carefully in order to
avoid crack formation due to excessive out gassing. In these terms, in
direct PBSLP can therefore not be considered as a net shaping technique,
since dimensional changes occur during processing. On the other hand,
direct PBSLP methods do not induce shrinkage and are generally less
time consuming than indirect methods. However, SiC is notoriously
difficult to process directly since the lack of melt phase under normal
circumstances. Although the use of silicone powder allows
manufacturing parts based on silicon carbide, it is still a challenge to
manufacture full dense parts with a SiC pure composition (see Fig. 7).

4.3. Zirconia

Zirconia (ZrO2) is the crystalline dioxide form of zirconium which is
commonly used in various industries such as electronics and biomedical



Table 3
Summary of the process conditions and properties of the SiC manufactured by the PBSLP process. *Values will be given when possible.

Reference Year Powder feedstock Laser and strategy Post-treatments Properties of processed parts *

Vailt et al. [75] 1993 Polymer (polmetgylmethacrylate) encapsulated silicon carbide Indirect SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 6–16 W
Scan speed: 50–100 ips (1270–2540 mm/s)
Beam Spacing: 2–5 mils (0.05–0.13 mm)
Layer Thickness: 4,5 mil (0.11 mm)

No post-processing 46%–50% of relative density

Birmingham et al.
[67]

1993 Silicon powder þ C2H2 precursor gas Direct SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 1.8–2.8 W
Scan speed: 500 μm/s
Hatching Distance: 50 μm

No post-processing (Not determined)

Nelson et al. [8] 1995 25 vol % PMMA-coated SiC Indirect SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 6–16 W
Scan speed: 50–100 in./s (1270–2540 mm/
s)
Hatching Distance: 0.002–0.005 in.
(0.050–0.127 mm)
Layer Thickness: 0.0045 in. (0,1143 mm)

No post-processing 57% relative density
Green strength 205.8 psi

Stierlen et al. [73] 1995 SiC þ reactive polymer binder Indirect SLS (CO2) Precursor resin infiltration þ pyrolysis þ
Molten silicon infiltration

(Not determined)

Loschau et al. [68] 2000 SiC Direct SLS (CO2)
Laser power: 45–52 W
Scan speed: 200–300 mm/s
Layer Thickness: 50 μm
Atmosphere: Argon/air mixture

Liquid Si Infiltration Mass density: 2.65 g/cm3

Bending strength: 195 MPa
Young’s modulus: 225 GPa
Thermal expansion coefficient:
40 �10 7 K 1

Thermal conductivity: 70 W/mK
Hon et al. [25] 2003 50 vol% polyamide þ 50 wt% SiC Direct SLS (CO2)

Laser Power: 4–8 W
Scan speed: 1000–1250 mm/s
Hatching Distance: 0.15–.0.2 mm
Layer Thickness: 0.1–0.125 m

No post-processing Tensile strength 46 MPa
Young modulus 2200 MPa

Evans et al. [76,77] 2005 SiC þ char-yielding polymer Indirect SLS (CO2) Precursor resin infiltration þ pyrolysis þ
Molten Si infiltration

95% of relative density

Stevinson et al. [16,
78]

2008 SiC þ phenolic resin Indirect SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 10 W
Scan speed: 1.3 m/s
Hatching Distance: 100 μ m
Layer Thickness: 75 μ m
Atmosphere: Nitrogen
Bed Temperature: 75 �C

Precursor resin infiltration þ pyrolysis þ
Molten Si infiltration

Full dense bodies

Xiong at al [79]. 2013 nylon 6 (15 wt%) þ NH4 H2 PO4 (5 wt%) þ SiC (80 wt%) Indirect SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 15 W
Scan speed: 1200 mm/s
Layer Thickness: 0.1 mm
Bed Temperature: 175 �C

Thermal treatment at 700 �C for 1 h linear shrinkage up to 98.89%
Tensile strength: 3.56 MPa
Bend strength: 1.75 MPa

Meyers et al. [71,
72]

2018 Silicon 40%. vol.þ Silicon carbide powder 60% vol. SLS (Fiber Laser)
Laser Power: 12–21 W
Scan speed: 50–500 mm/s
Hatching Distance: 77 μ m
Layer Thickness: 30 μ m

Phenolic resin infiltration þ Curing þ
Pyrolysis þ Liquid Si Infiltration

Full dense body with Vickers hardness of
2045 HV, an electrical conductivity of 5.3
� 103 S/m, a Young’s modulus of 285 GPa
and a 4-point bending strength of 162 MPa

Jin et al. [66] 2018 SiC þ epoxy resin (3% wt.) Indirect SLS Cold isostatic pressing þ polymer
infiltration pyrolysis

Porosity 22.03%
Density 2.48 g/cm3

Liu et al. [65] 2018 Formaldehyde resin (18% wt.) þ SiC Indirect SLS
Laser Power: 6–10 W
Scan speed: 1700–2300 mm/s
Hatching Distance: 0.1–0.2 mm;
Layer Thickness: 0.1–0.25 mm

Cold isostatic pressing þ Reaction
Sintering

Bending strength 292–348 MPa density
2.94–2.98 g/cm3

Song et al. [74] 2019 SiC þ spheroidal-graphite þ coarse silicon particles þ Epoxy resin
þ Dicyandiamide

Indirect SLS (CO2)
Laser Power: 18 W
Scan speed: 3500 mm/s
Layer Thickness: 0.1 mm

No post-processing Peak value of flexural strength increased by
55%
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Fig. 7. a) Direct laser sintering of reaction bonded silicon carbide with low residual silicon content [70] b) SiC/SiC composites prepared by SLS combined with
Polymer Infiltration Pyrolysis (PIP) and Cold Isostatic Pressing (CIP) [66]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)
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devices [80]. This polymorphic material shows three different phases
depending on temperature at ambient pressure, thus, it cannot be used as
itself in many applications [81]. Between the room temperature and
1170 �C, the monoclinic phase (m, space group P21/c) occurs. The
tetragonal phase (t, P42/nmc) presents from 1170 �C up to 2370 �C, and
above that temperature the cubic phase (c, Fm3m) can be found up to the
melting temperature (2690 �C) [82]. During heating and cooling these
phases are reversible which results in an increase or a decrease in vol
ume. This change in volume (0.5% during c→ t transition and 4% during
t → m transformation) which can result in catastrophic failure in struc
ture has limited the use of zirconia for a long time. Thus, failures due to
the volume expansion and reduction can be prevented by stabilizing of
pure zirconia in desired phases. From that day on, the potential of
fully partially stabilization of zirconia was discovered and used in many
areas due to its superior properties such as chemical inertness, biocom
patibility, extremely high strength, and fracture toughness. Garvie et al.
showed that the most useful mechanical properties can be improved by
obtaining a multi phase structure which is known as partially stabilized
zirconia (PSZ) [83]. They were able to disperse tetragonal grains in a
cubic matrix by addition of calcium oxide. This tetragonal metastable
phase rich structure can transform to the monoclinic phase that ends up
with an increase in the fracture toughness and strength of the material.
Zirconia was fully stabilized in cubic phase by adding 3.5 wt % amount of
calcium oxide by Ruff et al. [84]. Nowadays, the stabilization of pure
zirconia can be done with various oxides such as magnesium oxide
(MgO), yttria (Y2O3), cerium (IV) oxide (CeO2), or lanthanum oxide
(La2O3). Among all, yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ or TZP) is the most
commonly used one. Lately, it is preferred to name a Y TZP composition
Fig. 8. Alumina toughened zirconia based pieces produced by Verga et al. with
combination of PBSLP and thermally post-treatment [95].
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with its yttria molar ratio (such as 3YSZ or 3Y TZP for 3 mol% yttria
stabilized zirconia) in order to avoid misunderstandings.

Yttria stabilized zirconia has various application areas due to its great
and unique properties. YSZ is commonly used as electrolyte (mostly cubic
phased 8YSZ) in manufacturing of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and as
coatings for thermal barrier applications. As a bulk material, YSZ is preva
lently used in biomedical applications such as orthopedic implants and
dental prosthesis [85]. While other novel oxide ceramics are being studied
as an alternative to YSZ, it is still commonly used for its greater fracture
toughness. Its superior corrosion and wear resistance, and also its good
biocompatibility make YSZ a good candidate for biomedical applications.
Especially for joint (hip, knee etc.) and for dental implantology, yttria sta
bilized zirconia is commonly used. Biomedical grade zirconia is mostly
stabilized with 3 mol% yttria in order to maintain the desired mechanical
properties of the tetragonal phase at room temperature. Its off white color
makes YSZ favorable for dental implantology in terms of esthetics. 3Y TZP
was used tomanufacture femoral heads for total hip arthroplasty in the late
90s. These orthopedic devices were used in patients by 2001, until
continuous femoral head fractures were reported. Although there were not
mechanical and thermal stress, the catastrophic t→ m transformation was
triggered. Studies showed that, a wet environment can also cause the low
thermal degradation (LTD) or ageing by filling the oxygen vacancies with
water radicals. Thus, various studies are carried out inorder to improve LTD
resistance of zirconia by stabilizing it with other oxides such as CeO [86].
Composites consisting of zirconia and alumina is also considered as an
alternative. Alumina toughened zirconia (80 wt% ZrO2, 20 wt% Al2O3)
showed improved ageing resistance in comparison to 3Y TZP itself [87]. In
the presence of a temperature change, the tendency of zirconia for a
phase change makes it quite challenging to process it with a method like
PBSLP which includes rapid heating and cooling cycles. Various studies
were carried out in order to manufacture zirconia materials by PBSLP with
obtaining desired phases and compositions at the end.

Direct PBSLP of zirconia is always an attractive approach for scientist
and manufacturers as it requires less process steps and energy. That
means obtaining solid, dense pieces in a single lasering step without any
following de binding process could be very cost effective and rapid
method for manufacturing. Unfortunately, the number of cases that come
closer to success is very low due to various challenges in working with
ceramics in general. First case on PBSLP of plain YSZ powder was re
ported by Bertrand et al., in 2007 [88]. In that study, five different
compositions of YSZ were studied and the most satisfying results ob
tained with Zircar ZYP30 (10 wt%) atomized powder. The final density of
the pieces was 56% and a post treatment trial in a conventional furnace
(max. temperature 1200 �C) did not improve the density of pieces. In the
same year, Shishkovsky et al. studied the effect of different laser irradi
ation conditions on direct PBSLP of YSZ/alumina (YSZ; ZrO2 90 wt%,
Y2O3 10 wt%, from Zircar Zirconia Inc., and the alumina Al2O3 from
Baikowsky Inc. In the ratio of 4:1) and YSZ/aluminum (ADC4 grade)
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mixture in oxygen and argon environment [89]. They proved that after
direct PBSLP of YSZ/aluminum blend, alumina (Al2O3) was formed even
in the argon environment. That refers to decomposition of zirconia under
these printing conditions and possible creation of the intermetallic Al3Zr
phase. However further phase study was required. Similar to the previous
study, a structure that is relatively dense but with cracks and low me
chanical properties was obtained. In order to improve mechanical
properties, J. Wilkes et al. developed a high temperature pre heating
system [90]. In this way, they were able to minimize the thermal
gradient and prevent the occurrence of thermally induced stresses. A
mixture of 41.5 wt% Y TZP (6 wt% yttria stabilized) and 58.5 wt%
alumina (the eutectic blend ratio of alumina zirconia yttria system) was
used [91]. The preheating temperature was selected at 1715 �C, which is
slightly below the eutectic melting temperature (1860 �C). In addition to
the study of Hagedorn et al. [92], the comparison of preheated and
non preheated samples was done in terms of density, mechanical prop
erty and surface finishing. With preheating, it was possible to print
ceramic pieces with almost 100% density without any additional sin
tering and post processing. The crack free final structure consists of
fine grained two phase combination of tetragonal zirconia and
alpha alumina. While the flexural strength of pieces was above 500 MPa,
the surface quality was pretty low due to the low viscous melt pool that
exceeds the boundaries of the scanned part and wets the surrounding
powder. The effect of pre heating was also investigated by Liu et al. [93]
With the intention of reducing crack propagation and increasing the
powder flowability, a coarse blend of two size diameters; 22.5 45 μm
(80 wt%) and 9 22.5 μm (20 wt%) of yttria stabilized zirconia (ZrO2 7
wt.% Y2O3) was used. With help of secondary lasers introduced into the
system, pre heating applications at 1500, 2000 and 2500 �C were tested.
It was possible to reduce the thermal gap between two continuous laser
applications which results in crack reduction in the structure. It was also
possible to maintain desired phases, for example the tetragonal phase, by
keeping the powder bed in a certain temperature range and preventing
the phase transformation. However, pre heating system could not be
used effectively due to some hardware limitations. In 2018, Ferrage et al.
has got back to the direct PBSLP of plain YSZ powder and used 8Y TZP
due to its cubic stabilized structure that is more stable for thermal ap
plications [94]. The laser absorbency of 8Y TZP powder was increased
from 2% to almost 60% by physical mixing of 0.75 wt % graphite. With
increased absorbency and optimized processing parameters, an efficient
laser matter interaction was obtained that results in manufacturing
8Y TZP pieces with relative density of 96.5%. However, the micro
structure of manufactured pieces showed a columnar structure in the
direction of printing which is not observed in conventionally produced
pieces. They were also rich in cracks and showing a low mechanical
strength. Lately, Koopmann et al. has investigated the PBSLP processing
of ceramic metallic multi materials as a combination of 1.2367
(X38CrMoV5 3) tool steel and alumina toughened zirconia (ZrO2 80%)
[95]. Optimum lasing parameters were determined for 10 mm3 ceramic
pieces as the laser power of 90 W, scanning velocity of 200 mm/s, hatch
distance of 160 μm, and layer thickness of 50 μm. Final relative density of
pieces was determined as 94%. Processed pieces showed four different
microstructures under SEM imaging due to different cooling rates and
unmolten zirconia powder particles. Recently in 2020, Verga et al. has
proven a novel method to enhance the laser matter interaction in direct
PBSLP [96]. An aqueous dispersion of 80 wt% of yttria stabilized zirconia
and 20% α Alumina was prepared with addition of 4 wt% of dispersing
agent (Dolapix CE64 Zschimmer& Schwarz, DE) and 0.1 wt% of binder
(Optapix KG1000 Zschimmer& Schwarz, DE). After a number of milling
processing, granulates were produced by spray drying method with fine
fraction (D10 5 μm; D50 11 μm; D90 34 μm). As an innovative
approach, the powder granulates were calcined under a reducing atmo
sphere (98% Ar 2% H2) at 650 �C and a homogenous distribution of
carbon in the structure was obtained. The laser matter interaction was
increased as a result of darkened color. Pieces were produced with a
continuous wave (CW) 200W Nd YAG fiber laser. Best results were
12
obtained with 34 W laser power, 86 mm/s scanning velocity, hatch dis
tance of 0.175 mm and layer thickness of 0.04 mm. The contribution of a
possible post thermal treatment to direct PBSLP was studied with help of
a dilatometer. Pieces showed better mechanical performance due to
reduced cracks in the structure after a treatment in 1300 �C from 2 to 10
h. This study has demonstrated the possibility of producing ceramic parts
by direct PBSLP with help of additional post thermal treatments.

In order to prevent crack formation and improve mechanical prop
erties, indirect PBSLP methods are developed and applied. In these
methods, the green body of pieces were obtained by sintering the sacri
ficial binder (mostly polymers) addition in low temperatures. Then, this
sacrificial binder (can remain in the structure in few cases) is eliminated
by post processes such as debinding, and the final density of the pieces is
obtained. Introducing the binder into the structure was commonly done
with two methods. Shahzad et al. formed a powder composition con
sisting of polypropylene (PP) and 3Y TZP (Tosoh) by thermally induced
phase separation [97]. In the first attempt, the density of indirect PBSLP
processed parts was only 32%, however, it was improved up to 54% by
pressure infiltration (PI) at 16 MPa with a 30 vol% ZrO2 suspension. As a
final step, pieces were processed with warm isostatic pressing (WIP) in
addition to PI, and final density of 85% was obtained for ceramic pieces.
However, cracks were observed in the final structure. Additionally, the
best mechanical strength was obtained with 70 vol% polymer concen
tration. In another study, a composite powder blend of 3Y TZP/MgO and
epoxy resin E12 was obtained by mechanical mixing of three powders
[98]. Indirect PBSLP process was carried out by following parameters of
laser power 7 W, scanning speed 2600 mm/s, hatch spacing 0.15
mm and layer thickness 0.09 mm. Thanks to the indirect processing,
green bodies were obtained with less energy density than direct PBSLP.
Indirect PBSLP processed samples were densified by cold isostatic
pressing (CIP) and sintered at 1500 �C. Finally, 3Y TZP ceramic pieces
were obtained with relative density of 86.65% (Fig. X). Similarly, Shi
et al. combined PBSLP with CIP in order to obtain dense zirconia parts. In
their study, nano zirconia powder is coated by the nylon 12 binder by
solvent precipitation method [99]. SLP processing was followed by
subsequent CIP at 200 MPa. At the end, relative density of 97% and
Vickers Hardness of 1180 HV were obtained after a proper furnace sin
tering. To conclude this section, it can be said that manufacturing solid
and dense zirconia parts without any pre and past processes is still an
area to be developed. Even the nature of zirconia in terms of thermal
behaviors and laser mater interaction is a limitation, additional processes
like pre heating or binder based 2 step sintering can help to improve the
properties of final pieces (see Fig. 8). On the other side, further studies on
stabilizing of zirconia might reveal new zirconia based compositions to
be used in a laser including process like PBSLP (Table 4).

4.4. Alumina

The name alumina is used to describe the pure Al2O3 ceramic,
althoughmany commercially available aluminas have less than 98%, and
the term corundum refers to the mineral, both for the alpha phase [100].
Doping the alumina structure may lead to color/properties changes and
other names may be adopted (ex.: Sapphire Tiþ4/Feþ2 ions and Ruby
Crþ3 ions).
Alumina is a widely used ceramic on the planet, produced mainly in

China, Australia, Brazil and India [101]) and it is considered a structural
ceramic. Structural ceramics often have or several good properties, such
as: high hardness, chemical inertness, high temperature mechanical
strength, wear resistance, among others interesting properties for
industry.

Alumina, specifically, is widely used in several areas of industry. Its
main properties when compared to other structural ceramics are high
hardness, wear resistance (ex.: seal faces for rotary water pumps), low
thermal conductivity (ex:. refractories) and high temperatures work
range (1850 1950 �C for crucible and furnace materials) [100]. Some
applications may use Alumina for its inertness and low reactivity.



Table 4
Summary of the process conditions and final properties of sintered zirconia-based parts by PBSLP.

Ref. Year Powder feedstock Laser & strategy Post-processing Properties of processed parts*

Bertrand et al.
[88]

2007 Zircar ZYP30 (10 wt %)
Particle Size:
<10 6m

Phenix Systems PM100 (50W)
V 1250–2000 mm/s
defocalisation: 6 to 12 mm
hatch distance: 20–40 μm

No Post Processing 1 cm3 zirconia cubes with 56% density

Shishkovsky
et al. [89]

2007 Y-TZP; ZrO2 90 wt%, Y2O3 10 wt%, Zircar Zirconia Inc and,
ADC4 grade aluminum and Al2O3 from Baikowsky Inc. In
the total ratio of 4:1

Phenix Systems PM100 (50W)
defocalisation: ~6 mm
Laser spot size, D: ~80 μm hatch
distance: 20–40 μm,
in air.

No Post Processing No specific information

Wilkes et al.
[90]

2013 Al2O3–ZrO2 blends
41.5 wt% ZrO2, 58.5 wt% Al2O3

80 wt% ZrO2, 20 wt% Al2O3

Y-TZP; ZrO2 94 wt%, Y2O3 6 wt% in processes including pre-
heating p. size approx. 20–70 μm

Nd:YAG-laser (150 W) for
processing
CO2-laser (1000 W) for pre-
heating

No Post Processing Pieces with almost 100% density with help of pre-heating around
(1600 �C). Various outcomes with different ratios of Al2O3–ZrO2

blends
Flexural strength around 500 MPa.

Hagedorn et al.
[92]

2010 41.5 wt% Y-TZP (ZrO2 94 wt%, Y2O3 6 wt%), 58.5 wt%
Al2O3

Layer thickness of 50 μm,
Scanning velocity of 200 mm/s,
Laser power of 60 W,
Scanning offset of 50 μm,
Time gap of 60 ms between two
subsequent scanning vectors
Pre-heating around 1860

�
c

No Post Processing 2.5 mm x ø18 mm specimens with density of 100% without any
cracks.

Liu et al. [93] 2015 Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (ZrO2 –7 wt.% Y2O3) a blend of;
22.5–45 mm (80 wt%) and 9–22.5 mm (20 wt%)

MCP Realizer SLM 250,
Germany

Post Thermal Treatment at 1500, 2000,
and 2500 �C

The relative density of 91% can be reached with increasing pre-
heating (1–2% difference between set-ups)

Ferrage et al.
[94]

2018 8YSZ (ZrO2–8Y2O3) d10 of 3 μm, d50 of 14 μm, and d90 of 50
μm
þ <2 wt% graphite powder (various trials)

Phenix ProX 200 Nd:YAG
Laser power (W): 78-87
Lasing speed (V): 60–75 mm/s
Hatch distance (d): 50 μm
Layer thickness (th): 100 μm
Compaction rate (C): 300%

No Post Processing Reproducible pieces with relative density around 96.5%, however
with low mechanical strength

Koopmann et al.
[95]

2019 ATZ (80 wt % ZrO2, 20 wt% Al2O3) Realizer SLM 125 equipped with
Nd:YAG laser
Laser power (W): 90
Lasing speed (V): 200 mm/s
Hatch distance (d): 160 μm
Layer thickness (th): 50 μm

No Post Processing 10 mm � 10 mm X 10 mm pieces showed relative density above
94% with tensile strength around 20.4 � 4.6 MPa.

Verga et al. [96] 2020 ATZ granulates of 80 wt% of yttria-stabilized zirconia (D10

1 μm; D50 2.5 μm; D90 5 μm)
þ20 wt% of α-Alumina (D10 0.09 μm; D50 0.17 μm; D90

0.43 μm) calcination under a reducing atmosphere (98%
Ar-2% H2) at 650 �C for 2 h

CW 200W Nd-YAG laser
(redPOWER, SPI Lasers Ltd, UK)
Laser power (W): 34
Lasing speed (V): 86 mm/s
Hatch distance (d): 0.175 mm
Layer thickness (th): 0.04 mm

Post Thermal Treatment at 1300 �C for
2–10 h.

Especially with thermal treatment the density and mechanical
strength of pieces were increased. Shrinkage of pieces was
observed with increasing treatment time

Shahzad et al.
[97]

2014 3Y-TZP (3 mol% Y2O3) and isotactic polypropylene (PP) CO2 laser (λ: 10.6 μm) with
power of 100W and spot size
400 mm.

Warm Isostatic Pressing at 64 MPa and at
135 �C for 5 min
Debinding heating rate 0.1 �C/min in air to
600 �C
Sintering in air at 1450 �C for 2 h

Chen et al. [98] 2018 3Y-TZP (3 mol% Y2O3)
þ0.5 wt% MgO powder (sintering aid)
þ6.0 wt% epoxy resin E12 (sacrificial resin)

CO2 laser (λ: 10.6 μm) with
power of 100W
Laser power (W): 7
Lasing speed (V): 2400–2800
mm/s
Hatch distance (d): 0.15 mm
Layer thickness (th): 0.09 mm

Cold Isostatic Pressing at 280 MPa for 5
min at room temperature through liquid
medium (kerosene)

With the optimum sintering temperature at 1500 �C pieces had
the highest flexural strength of 279.50 � 10.50 MPa and the
maximum densification of 86.65 � 0.20%

Shi et al. [99] 2014 ZrO2 þ nylon 12 Energy density: 0.415 J/mm2

Laser power: 6.6 W
Hatch distance (h): 0.1 mm

Cold Isostatic Pressing at 200 MPa
No information for conventional sintering

Relative density of final pieces around 97% and Vickers Hardness
of 1180 HV
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Table 5
Summary of the process conditions and final properties of sintered Alumina parts by PBSLP.

Ref. Year Powder feedstock Laser & strategy Post-processing Properties of processed parts*

[103] 1995 Alumina (65–75%) þ Aluminum Nd:YAG 40 W 20 kHz:
Scan speed 8.5–40 mm/s
Line spacing 250 μm
CO2 16 W 5 kHz
Scan speed 15–40 mm/s
Line spacing 125 μm

45% R.D. Heat treatment to oxidize residual Aluminum and
strengthening

[104] 1995 Alumina þ PMMA þ SiO2 þ n-but-MA CO2 6–14 W
Scan speed 300–1500 mm/s
Line spacing 75–125 μm

60% R.D. Infiltration w/alumina sol þ T.T.

[105] 1997 Alumina (40–90%) þ glasses þ B2O3 CO2 15 W (N2 atm)
Scan speed 560 mm/s
Line spacing 125 μm layer thick. 200–250 μm

1.7 g/cm3 max T.T.

[114] 1998 Developing HBO2 as binder for Alumina – – T.T.
[115] 1999 Alumina þ B2O3 þ (SiO2 and Cr2O3 infiltrators) CO2 14–16.5 W

Scan speed 320–1190 mm/s
Line spacing 125 μm layer thick. 200–250 μm

80% R.D. infiltration þ T.T.

[116] 2001 Alumina þ B2O3 þ (Al2O3 infiltrators) CO2 14–16.5 W
Scan speed 320–1190 mm/s
Line spacing 125 μm layer thick. 200–250 μm

2.25 g/cm3 max infiltration þ T.T.

[117] 2002 Alumina þ B2O3 CO2 14–16.5 W
Scan speed 320–1190 mm/s
Line spacing 125 μm layer thick. 200–250 μm

1.1 g/cm3 max T.T.

[89] 2007 Alumina (~80%) þ Stearic acid CO2 4–6.2 W
Scan speed 889 mm/s
Line spacing 127 μm

88% R.D. T.T.

[106] 2010 Alumina (58.5%) þ 6YSZ CO2 pre-heating
Nd:YAG
Scan speed 200 mm/s
Line spacing 50 μm layer thick. 50 μm
spot size 200 μm

56% R.D. –

[118] 2011 Alumina (58.5%) þ 6YSZ CO2 pre-heating 1600þ
Nd:YAG 48–60 W
Scan speed 200 mm/s layer thick. 50 μm
spot size 200 μm

56% R.D. –

[108] 2012 Alumina (40%) þ Polyamide CO2 5 W
Scan speed 600 mm/s
Line spacing 150 μm layer thick. 150 μm

48–68% R.D. T.T þ different pressing þ infiltration

[107] 2012 Alumina þ Epoxy CO2 10–14 W
Scan speed 1600–2000 mm/s
Line spacing 70–130 μm layer thick. 80–120 μm

57% R.D. CIP

[110] 2012 Alumina (22%) þ Polyamide CO2 3–7 W
Scan speed 400–1250 mm/s
Line spacing 150–350 μm layer thick. 100 μm

94,1% R.D. CIP þ T.T.

[119] 2012 Alumina (40–50%) þ Polyamide CO2 3–7 W (N2 atm)
Scan speed 100–1257 mm/s
Line spacing 150–300 μm layer thick. 150 μm

50% R.D. T.T.

[120] 2012 Alumina (40–50%) þ Polyamide CO2 3–10 W
Scan speed 600–1250 mm/s
Line spacing 150–350 μm layer thick. 150 μm

64% R.D. CIP/QIP þ T.T. þ infiltration

[24] 2013 Alumina 91% þ PP CO2 5 W
Scan speed 875 mm/s
Line spacing 150 μm layer thick. 200 μm

89% R.D. WIP þ Infiltration þ T.T.

[109] 2013 Alumina (61%) þ PS CO2 13–17 W
Scan speed 600–1200 mm/s
Line spacing 100–200 μm layer thick. 250 μm

66% R.D. WIP þ Infiltration þ T.T.

(continued on next page)
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Table 5 (continued )

Ref. Year Powder feedstock Laser & strategy Post-processing Properties of processed parts*

[111] 2013 Alumina coated PVA CO2 15–20 W
Scan speed 1600–2000 mm/s
Line spacing 100–140 μm layer thick. 150 μm

94,5% R.D. CIP/HIP þ T.T.

[121] 2013 Alumina (30–39%) coated PS CO2 10 W
Scan speed 500–1000 mm/s
Line spacing 100–300 μm layer thick. 250 μm

– –

[112] 2014 Alumina (99.7%) þ Na2O þ Fe2O3 þ SiO2 þ B2O3 CO2 30 W
Scan speed 2000 mm/s
Line spacing 200 μm layer thick. 150 μm

– T.T.

[122] 2018 Alumina (91–99%) þ B4C CO2 5–60 W
Scan speed 20–6000 mm/s layer thick. 100 μm

27% R.D. T.T.

[123] 2018 Alumina (99,8%) þ Na2O þ Fe2O3 þ SiO2 þMgO þ
TiO2 þ CaO
Slurry system with H2O

IPG YLR-500 fiber laser 100–200W pre-heating
Scan speed 60–120 mm/s
Line spacing 50 μm layer thick. 50 μm

– –

[124] 2018 Alumina coated PS
Single layer tests

Nd:YAG 2–7 W
Scan speed 5–50 mm/s
Line spacing 50 μm layer thick. 2000 μm

81.3% R.D. Suggests T.T. for further tests

[125] 2018 Alumina
Alumina substrates
Single track study

Fiber laser 100–400 W
Scan speed 300–1000 mm/s
Line spacing 50 μm layer thick. 250 μm

– –

[102] 2018 Alumina (99,8%) þ Na2O þ Fe2O3 þ SiO2 þMgO þ
TiO2 þ CaO
Slurry system with H2O
Crack study in one layer

IPG YLR-500 fiber laser 55-20W pre-heating
Scan speed 90 mm/s
Line spacing 50 μm layer thick. 50 μm

– Same as [123]

[126] 2019 Alumina þ Epoxy HK-C250 8 W
Scan speed 1500 mm/s
Line spacing 100 μm layer thick. 150 μm

– T.T.

[113] 2020 Alumina (90%) þ Epoxy
Porosity as objective

Laser 6–8W
Scan speed 1600–2000 mm/s
Line spacing 110–150 μm

– –
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Fig. 9. Green bodies of Al2O3 PHM Ceramics, before debinding process [113].
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 6
Absorbance (A) of ceramic powders under Nd-YAG (λ ¼ 1.06 μm) and CO2 (λ ¼
10.6 μm) lasers [137,138] (*measured by authors of this review).

Material Nd-YAG (λ 1.06 μm) CO2 (λ 10.6 μm)

ZnO 0.02 0.94
Al2O3 0.03 0.96
SiO2 0.04 0.96
BaO 0.04 0.92
8YSZ 0.02 –

CuO 0.11 0.76
HA 0.03* –

TiC 0.82 0.46
SiC 0.78 0.66
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The medical industry makes use of alumina (nearly inert bioceramic)
to build prosthetics implants, considering that it is chemically and bio
logically suitable for such purposes and has satisfactory characteristics
for a long duration use. Alumina was first suggested as biomaterial for
applications in medicine in 1932 and the first hip implant using alumina
was done in the 1970s [100]. More than a million alumina components
were used in hip prostheses to date.

Alumina also fits in many electric/electronics applications, consid
ered vital for any high temperature and electrical insulation. Vastly used
in the microchip and electronics components industry, its high electrical
resistivity and low dielectric constant are of most value in these appli
cations [100]. The electrical resistivity (as also the sintering tempera
ture) may be adapted by adding a second phase (ex.: silicates) to the
composition [100].

There is also much technological interest in alumina by the military
(body armors enhancement, bullet proof systems), jewelry (rubies and
sapphires) and general components (pipes, machining, cutting, etc)
[100].

In order to obtain dense parts using alumina, it’s necessary to use a
combination of optimized factors (particle size, high density green part,
post processing steps, etc). In addition, Alumina has a high range of
sintering temperatures. Mainly for this last reason, selective laser sin
tering/melting of pure alumina is a technological challenge. The tem
peratures can be reached, but the higher is the temperature range, the
higher is the associated residual stresses. Crack formation and other
defects are also favored by a greater change in temperature in a short
space of time [102].

The first solutions to make parts using SLS/M for alumina were to add
a vitreous phase component, in order to facilitate the manufacturing and
consolidation of each layer with less critical consequences. Metallic
aluminum [103], PMMA [104], B2O3 [105], Stearic acid [89], zirconia
[106], epoxies (Fig.) [107], polyamides [108], polystyrenes [109] and
other oxides were used to allow the production of pieces using alumina
(Table 5). However, these strategies often required several
post processing steps and the final piece hasn’t the final mechanical
properties as high as it is needed for some high technological purposes.
Relatively high density was obtained (>94%), using post processing
methods, for strategies using polyamides [110] and PVA coating [111].

A possibility to avoid the addition of a vitreous phase is to use an
absorbance enhancer, in the case of a fiber laser, in order to allow the
alumina powder to properly absorb the energy emitted by the laser and
sinter/melt each layer [112].

Another strategy is to use a reactive approach. Instead of using the
final phase/form of alumina for powder bed forming, a precursor is used.
For example, aluminum hydroxide. During the laser exposure the hy
droxide, inside an atmospheric chamber, transforms into alumina and
diffusing the energy absorbed differently. It may allow a better consoli
dation of the final solid piece.

PBSLP of pure alumina is still a challenge. Considering the commer
cially used range of 98% of purity, there is place to work on the print
ability optimization through the 2% left in the composition. These 2%
may contemplate any component, organic or inorganic, but it may allow
the manufacturing of a piece with final properties near to the conven
tional methods. The challenge is to find a compromise between the
characteristics needed to have a printable alumina powder and the final
properties obtained (see Fig. 9).

5. Discussions

5.1. Limitation of printability of material and existing answers

Considering all steps to build a piece by PBSLP, from ceramic powders
feedstock to a final piece, several limitations can be observed. The global
behaviour of PBSLP is unique for each combination of a given ceramic
powder and a PBSLP machine. For example, manufacturing an Alumina
piece using a machine A and manufacturing Zirconia with a machine B
16
have their own specific challenges, although some common issues may
often be presented.

In order to improve the chances of building highly dense parts, a well
packed powder bed seems to be necessary. Two important factors that
contribute to form and spread the powder bed are the flowability and the
packing density [127 129]. Usually, to control those factors, powders
with high flowability and optimized granulometry combinations are
sought. The most often used strategy to try to obtain a good compromise
of both is to use spherical and dense particles [130], which is also used to
simulate the laser interactions with ceramic particles [131]. The use of
irregular shaped particles may create non uniform regions on the powder
bed and also lower the flowability and packing density [132]. It is also
possible to estimate the final packing density of a mixture of different
particle size powders, in order to have an optimal theoretical packing
[133]. Improving the packing density, by using bimodal powder mix
tures, may also improve the flowability, the sintered density and, in some
cases, reduce shrinkage [134].

Ceramic powders with different compositions are going to interact,
i.e. absorb/reflect, differently according, not only to the wavelength of
the laser in question (Table 6), but the selected power, spot size, angle,
focalization, lasing speed and strategy [135]. Yet, although one can
possibly adapt the powder (with additives or dopants, for example [136])
to interact better with a given laser, it might be a challenge in certain
cases where high purity is expected. The additive manufacturing com
munity are still working with a small variation of lasers, among the most
used CO2 and Nd:Yag lasers [125].

When the powder processing starts, with the first interactions be
tween the laser and the powder particles, the building platform must be
chosen accordingly. It means that the used ceramic powder, under the
selected lasing conditions, must have the best interaction/adhesion
possible to the building platform. The fixation of the first layers is
essential to a proper manufacturing. The amount of pieces produced in
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the same platform have an influence on the heat homogeneity through
the platform and the samples [139]. Platforms with different materials
can be used, as also prepared with ceramic coatings, surface patterns,
roughness levels, etc [125]. The understanding of the phenomena be
tween the chosen surface/building platform and the ceramic powder is of
prime importance. The greater limitations are the commercial avail
ability or the access to test different alternatives of building platforms.

The strategy of using compatible (or the same) material as the
ceramic powder to be manufactured, over the platform as coating or a
thin base film, may overcome some adhesion/diffusion phenomena
[125].

Sometimes researchers have limited access to the machine parame
ters, regarding mainly to the lasing settings and building time frames.
Controlling the laser optical specifications allow the user to take specific
actions towards the laser beam interaction with the matter. The possi
bility to control all the laser parameters allows a proper testing and
adaptation in specific situation, for example, to suspend the building
process to change/adapt the laser parameters and then continue with
another set. This might open working window to adapt to heat flows that
vary with the height of the piece, or to build multi layer materials.
Sometimes it would be necessary to change the lasing parameters during
processing, however not all commercial SLP machines offer that condi
tion to the operator. The studies conducted using machines that allow the
operator to control more parameters have the capacity to explore the
phenomena more broadly [138].

5.2. Real time in line measurements

In such a manufacturing method like selective laser processing, the
measurement of the real time temperature is critical. During a sintering/
melting process, it is a great advantage to be able to track the reached
temperature around interacting particles, in order to control the forma
tion/transformation mechanisms of existing phases [19]. While ceramic
materials are being processed under the laser, the temperature of the
interaction zone increases and then decreases rapidly. That might result
in phase changes or forming of new ones, affect the speed of phase
transitions, chemical reactions, microstructure, and properties of the
material. However, it is a clear fact that will be significantly different
compared to conventional methods, due to the changes in hea
ting/cooling rates. Temperature distribution and monitoring at the
laser matter interaction zone is mostly carried out by two different
methods, physical measurements with thermal detectors such as ther
mocouples or semiconductor bolometers, and optical imaging with IR
cameras and also with pyrometers [106]. Use of thermocouples are not
preferred commonly any more due to their low sensitivity to rapid heat
changes and slow response time. Also, many of the selective laser pro
cessing equipment in the market today are designed and manufactured
for polymer and metal use and they are not eligible to be modified to
insert thermocouples. Another challenge with working with thermo
couples is the reached temperature during ceramic processing. While
extreme temperatures (above 2000 �C) can be reached during ceramic
powder processing, a thermocouple correctly processing at that tem
perature is most likely impossible [140].

On the other side, a contactless method such as pyrometric measure
ment can process at that point. However, the use of pyrometer in a laser
based manufacturing brings a number of methodological problems with
it. Most significantly, the correct measurement of the thermal radiation is
required in order to avoid the superposition of the thermal radiation by
considering different types of noise. Additionally, consideration of laser
action based elements such as reflected laser beam, radiation of the laser
induced plume, and thermal radiation from the heat affected zone is criti
cally important [141]. Modern infra red cameras are another contactless
method tomonitor thermal distributions on the laser mater interaction spot
with a higher spatial and temporal resolution in comparison to pyrometers.
However, it is extremely challenging to calculate the brightness tempera
ture values because the emissivity changes in a wide spectral window
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during such a process like SLP. Even if the brightness temperature was
calculated before with amonochromatic pyrometer, the value of emissivity
should be known for a proper measurement. Need for higher energy den
sities, high reflectivity and low absorbency of ceramic materials make it
even harder to calculate the true temperature. A system including both 2D
monochromatic pyrometer and a multi wavelength pyrometer, and an
infra red camera has been used by Smurov et al. [141] However, this pro
cess was done for SLP of metallic material, thus, a number of modifications
are needed to be done in ceramic processing.

5.3. Standards needs

Standardization of the additive manufacturing would provide a wider
adoption of this technology and best practices, regulations and bench
marks for industries and research organizations. However, for this
emerging and disruptive technology like 3D printing, standardization is
not straightforward. Specifically, in terms of selective laser melting/
sintering there are three main standards that refer to the terminology
used in these techniques, ISO/ASTM 52900 “Additive manufacturing
General principles Terminology”, ISO/ASTM 52911 1:2019 “Additive
manufacturing Design Part 1: Laser based powder bed fusion of
metals” and ISO/ASTM 52911 2:2019 “Additive manufacturing
Design Part 2: Laser based powder bed fusion of polymers”. However,
these standards, in addition to the fact that there is no specific one for
ceramics, do not specify a single term to be used for each technique,
suggesting several options for the same technique, as indicated in the
document, powder bed fusion, also called SLS, SLSM …

Apart from the lack of a single standard for the terminology of this
technique, nor is it specified standards for bulk raw ceramics re
quirements (powder particle size and distribution, flowability/pour
ability, morphology, density, flowability ceramic grains). The creation of
standards for ceramics would allow the repeatable production of ceramic
parts with high quality. Moreover, this technique depends on many
complex variables, starting from raw materials to design the
manufacturing process by optimizing the interaction between the soft
ware and hardware.

Standardization can help to define the parameters for each step of AM
production, helping to create a consistent process every step of the way.
This ensures that the desired quality outcome is achieved. Moreover, this
technique is used in highly regulated industries such as aerospace, de
fense and medical where parts have quite different properties and the
qualification and certification will provide a guideline against which
parts are assessed and qualified.

5.4. Future and challenges of AM and PBSLP of ceramics

Companies are investing efforts to be the leaders of their respective
fields in this race of AM market. Patent applications for AM increased at
an average rate of 36% from 2015 to 2018 (according to European Patent
Office (EPO)), more than ten times the average annual growth of all
applications at the EPO during the same time (3.5%). Been U.S. com
panies the ones with the higher number of patent applications (35%).
Even if ceramic AM has recently experimented an increase in its devel
opment, it is still in an early stage compared with metal or polymer AM. It
is due to the high materials costs and deficiencies in ceramic parts by the
existing challenges during the printing process that its adoption is been
delayed in the market, showing a market size lower than 200 million
euros in 2019 [142].

However, research and development activity to improve the me
chanical and performance properties of shaped ceramic parts is
increasing rapidly and continued adoption is driving the cost of materials
down. According to recent forecasts and because of the current speed of
technological advancements, it is expected that the AM ceramics industry
will reach maturity in 2025, achieving a market size of EUR 3.3 billion
(USD 3.6 billion), with opportunities in the aerospace, automotive,
electronics, energy, marine, and medical segments.
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In this review, we explained that every step on the PBSLP print affects
the final properties of the shaped parts at the end of the process. Then, the
improvement and future of the technique can come from the adjustment of
any of the variables presented on the technique such as powder properties
and composition, machine technical design, process parameters, and post
treatments. As PBSLP is already well implemented for polymeric and
metallic materials it is logic to think that future innovations will be first
developed thinking in these materials and from there be adapted for ce
ramics. Recently, Roy et al. [143,144] patented a new micro AM process
called micro scale selective laser sintering (μ SLS) able to produce metal
parts with a feature resolution with sub 5μm and a throughput of greater
than60mm3/h.A redesignof the conventionalPBSLPapparatusand theuse
of nanoparticles were needed to be able to produce the submicron particle
bed and print at high throughput. This innovative technology could even
tually allow the fabrication of complete microelectronic parts and subse
quently, be also used for the production of microscale ceramic parts.

The company Sintratec developed different patents on the modifica
tion of the PBSLP devices that can perfectly serve as examples of in
novations improving the process performance. A heating device located
under the building platform that makes it possible to control the heat
distribution of the powder bed during the printing process accelerating
and improving the printing process [145]. Another patent refers to a
PBSLP device with a movable beam generation unit allowing to always
keep the same angle of the laser respect to the powder bed surface during
the printing process [146]. Another patent shows a PBSLP device with a
replaceable raw material processing unit, making realizable the change
of the raw material in a faster way, speeding up the process [147].

These are some examples of how fast the development of AM tech
nology is, as PBSLP during the last years. This technology has a great
potential for future progress and the number of industries profiting of it is
increasing. Industries as automotive, medical, and aerospace are leading
the use of this technology and will be responsible for its expansion into
the future.

6. Conclusion

Powder bed selective laser processing is a promising method for the
manufacturing of ceramics including calcium phosphate, silicon carbide,
zirconia, alumina, and their composites for various industrial applica
tions. In comparison to other additive manufacturing methods, PBSLP
can present preferable features such as higher manufacturing speeds and
need for less post processing. In today’s market, various PBSLP machines
can be found that are already operating for metals and polymers mostly.
Adapting this equipment to use for ceramic manufacturing requires
considerable modifications and research.

A good understanding of laser matter interaction is critically impor
tant in order to obtain better control of the printing process in terms of
tuning the energy density transferred to the powder bed, the control of
porosity, and the improvement of mechanical properties by reducing the
thermal stresses.

The improvement of PBSLP of ceramics relies, partially, on the
comprehension of the powder bed formation and packing during the
process. Computational simulations may present a solution to foresee an
ideal morphology for a given powder, which allows to adapt factors like
flowability, format and density of the ceramic particles for PBSLP.
Tailoring the ceramic particles to optimize the powder bed will directly
affect the laser parameters, considering that the format, size, organiza
tion (packing) and nature of the ceramic particles will create a unique
laser/ceramic interaction. In addition to this laser/ceramic interaction,
there is a building platform/ceramic interaction that takes place during
the consolidation of the first layers. The adhesion of the piece to the
building platform and the heat flow through the platform during PBSLP
are two examples of impactful factors of the building platform/ceramic
interaction. Such interactions may be also studied previously using
computational methods, since one has the necessary knowledge of the
ceramic powder’s and the involved materials properties.
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Measuring the heat variation during PBSLP is still a challenge. Mea
surements using physically inserted devices like thermocouples are
mostly incompatible with the environment inside the building chamber.
However, contactless systems, like pyrometers, may be a compatible
solution to measure the real time and fast temperature changes during
the laser/matter interactions. Some modifications and optimizations
continue to be necessary in order to build a pyrometer system adapted to
ceramic processing, i.e. greater energy densities, high levels of reflec
tivity and, eventually, the low absorbance of the laser energy.

Standardization of the whole PBSLP method for ceramic materials is a
safe mechanism to additive manufacturing community in general. The
specifications that a standard can assure about the methodology are a
consistent strategy to ensure a base line of higher quality products and
research. Towards having new software and hardware, the standardiza
tion of the process might give direction to new machinery development.

Interest and investments in the additive manufacturing industry and
research are growing consistently in the past few years. Still, additive
manufacturing products still needs development in all stages: raw ma
terial, processing, post processing, standards, simulation and machinery.
Naturally, the development of all these stages is more advanced for
polymeric materials first, metallic materials secondly and, for all the
intrinsic challenges, ceramic materials for last.
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